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• RFC proposed text completed and in correct format for submission.

• Text is on REFEDS wiki if you’d like to read (very dull).

• Next steps – discussion at IETF in Berlin??

• QUESTIONS??
Please see work on REFEDS wiki at:

Overview: [https://refeds.terena.org/index.php/LOA_for_RANDE_Federations](https://refeds.terena.org/index.php/LOA_for_RANDE_Federations)

Discussion topics: [https://refeds.terena.org/index.php/Discussion_topics](https://refeds.terena.org/index.php/Discussion_topics)

Entity Categories: 

TODAY: consensus on work going forward for possible FOP and entity category work.
UPDATE ON MET

• MET1 developed by Yaco Sistemas to provide basic overview of federation metadata, based on idea from Brook Schofield.

• Call for MET2 sent out in April, to develop the following features:
  
  • Fix problems with metadata refresh.
  • Enable federated sign-on for the tool.
  • Better support for entities in multiple federations.
  • Allow tables to be sortable by column heading.
  • Enhancements to the the ‘most federated’ list.
  • Display MDUI DisplayName where available for entities.
  • Enhanced editable fields for federations enabling federations to tag.
  • Make use of visual graphics for each display screen.
  • Enable a comments field for each entity.
  • Support for request to federations / entities.
• Call period now finished, proposals in and will be evaluated by the Steering Committee.

• Work on MET2 to be carried out over next few months.

• Service will then be implemented at TERENA.

• QUESTIONS??